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Now that you have an accepted offer, what’s next?

Mike Robinson Realty, 2020

Day One
The day your offer is accepted

First, mail out your initial deposit check today.
You have 10 days for inspection contingency
Day 1. Schedule the inspection
Day 3-5 the actual inspection occurs
Day 4-6 inspection report is issued
By day 7, You’re reviewing the inspection and making a list of items you’d like to
be fixed, repaired, replaced, credit for or you walk away
Day 8-10 the list is sent to the seller side for review and you are compliant

FAQ
Misconceptions of contingencies

•

If I have 10 days, what’s the rush?

•

Does that mean I get my deposit back?

•

What choices do I have after receiving the report?

•

When do I not need an inspection?

10 days
The answer

You have 10 days to get a list together of items of concern to
you. Waiting until the 10th day to get the actual inspection
scheduled leaves you without the contingency and the
deposit on the hook. You only get 10 days to make the claim
so all the moving parts need to occur before the deadline.

Deposit refund
The answer

If your inspection leaves you with a structural or mechanical
issue needing Attention and it is not addressed satisfactorily,
you can legally cancel the deal and get a refund.
Your concerns should be something every buyer will have an
issue with and not something only you are picky about to
matter. Remember, re-opening negotiations means the seller
can cancel too

Choices from the report
Answers

Your choices are, but not limited to:
Repair
Replace
Credit at close to repair yourself
Accept the condition
Cancel the deal and walk away

When do I not need an inspection
Answers

You should always have one done but Condos are the one
time it’s a choice. Inspections check foundations, roofing
and siding where Condos have associations for that. They
are not your concern nor can a seller correct any issues.
Condo inspections are limited to checking electrical, water
and any interior noticeable issues.

Contingencies
Answers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection period of 10 days to cancel or accept
Mortgage contingency if you can not get a mortgage within 30 days, typically
Anytime a deadline might be missed, an extension must be ﬁled
Extensions are not guarantees- they are essentially re-opening negotiations
Sellers can refuse and cancel the deal too-use good judgement, nothing is one-sided
Get more answers with Mike RobinsonRealty.com or your Attorney for all legal
questions
* After satisfactory inspection result- is there a 2nd deposit to send?

Beyond the inspection
• This will feel like the longest point because you & I now have to wait for
your lender to do their job
• Contact your lender regularly- weekly at minimum
• squeaky wheel gets the grease
• Ask where you are... never settle for scripted repeated answers- ask for
specifics. Just saying its at underwriting means they have not followed
up either.
• If your lender isn't calling you to give you this info on a regular basis,
then call them. it's your money and missing the mortgage deadline can/
will cost you your deposit.

